DAY 15-21: Luteal phase
- blood rich lining of the
womb thicken even
more for 5/7 days for
welcoming and
nourishing potential
fertile egg - infertile
mucus - Beginning of
autumn, ;irst harvests
the seed fruits
3PM - (40-50)

DAY 21-28:
Luteal phase: If no pregnancy,
progesterone and estrogen
decrease, uteral lining shrinks
and decompose- maybe
emotional let down,sadnessHarvest, re;lection on what
worked, what didn't,
reassessing the seed decomposesSUNSET- 6PM- AUTUMN - THE
MAGA (50-70)-MENOPAUSE LAST QUARTER MOON - YIN
ENERGY -WEST

from DAY 25- Luteal phase
-Beginning of winterslowing down, rest, body
self care, time alone- self
directed- sexual desire and
assertiveness increase clitorial orgasm- sacred
sexuality- healing & magic
the seed turns back to
itself
9PM- YIN ENERGY

OVULATION - day 14fully mature egg released- fertile
mucus- high fertility- cervix open
and rise, the cervical os softens &
widens- receptivity- opennessnurturing- creativity- peak timemagnetic- intensity- expansion
the seed ;lowers
MIDDAY- -FULL MOON -SUMMER
-THE MOTHER (25-50)- The
White Goddess -YANG ENERGY NORTH

Folicular phase (day10-14)
Built up of energy- sex
drive increase- desire for
vaginal penetration -fertile
mucus - egg ripening and
maturing the seed buds
9AM- 25 years old beginning of summerYANG ENERGY
Folicular phase
(day3-10) - Preparation for
the nest building up of the
lining- rising of oestrogensseed establishes its root&
stem structure
MENARCHE= onset of
menstruation
around 13 years old
SUNRISE- 6AM- SPRING- THE
MAIDEN (13-25)-FIRST
QUARTER MOON-YANG
ENERGY - EAST

KNOW YOURSELF
KNOW YOUR CYCLES
As women we are a fertile,
hormonal, sexual, emotional,
cyclical being.
The cycles within the cycles echoes
our menstrual cycle:
the diurnal cycle, seasonal
cycle, life stage cycle, moon
cycle, plant cycle...

DAY 3: Vision, Prophecy
shift in the cycle,
awakening, new
beginnings- initiationSeed breaks out of its seed
casing
BIRTH - Beginning of
spring
3AM
CRESCENT MOON

DAY 1 : MENSTRUATION bleeding - shedding of excess of
uterine lining- cervix hangs low,
the os is open to allow blood to
;low- releasing- death- inward
time- stillness- quiet- deep
sleep-dreams- power- psychic &
healing abilities are heightenedneed for warmthgermination- Instictive seed felt
MIDNIGHT- WINTER- THE
CRONE (70-DEATH)- the dark
goddess- DARK or NEW MOONYIN ENERGY- SOUTH
.

References: Moonsong workshop: teachings from Jane Hardwicke Collings , Mysteries of the
Dark Moon by Demetra George, Natural fertility by Francesca Naish.
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